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Abstract This paper presents an experimental research that focuses on collaboration in a
multi-player game. The aim of the project is to study the cognitive impacts of awareness
tools, i.e., artifacts that allow users of a collaborative system to be aware of what is going
on in the joint virtual environment. The focus is on finding an effect on performance as well
as on the representation an individual builds of what his partner knows, plans and intends to
do (i.e., mutual modeling). We find that using awareness tools has a significant effect by
improving task performance. However, the players who were provided with this tool did
not show any improvement of their mutual modeling. Further analysis on contrasted groups
revealed that there was an effect of the awareness tool on mutual modeling for players who
spent a large amount of time using the tool.
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1 Introduction

One of the crux issues in the field of Computer Supported Cooperative Work is the
understanding of collaboration [11] as well as the socio-cognitive processes involved when
two or more persons are involve in a joint task [3, 4]. Unlike cooperation in which partners
split the work, solve sub-tasks individually and then assemble the partial results into the
final output, collaboration is defined by the fact that partners work together [1]. In such a
coupled setting, collaboration requires “intersubjectivity”: the understanding of another
person depends on the assumptions the observer can make about what he’s understanding
and planning [32]. Carrying out a joint activity depends on this intersubjectivity [23]: a
mutual and shared understanding based on the immediate experience of two persons who
have only access to their own thoughts and the actions performed by each of the
participants. This process we called mutual modeling, is one of the mechanisms of
“coupling” that occur during collaboration. It indeed refers to the process by which
teammates build and update the shared understanding of the situation as well as
presuppositions, beliefs, knowledge and assumptions required to efficiently collaborate.
We could expand this mutual modeling definition by saying that it refers to the
representation an individual constructs and maintains of what his/her partners does,
believes and intends to do.

With the rising use of information technology, work becomes ubiquitous, and multi-user
environments allow people to work together from different places at the same time.
Nevertheless, achieving intersubjectivity over the distance is tremendously more difficult.
That is why scholars came up with the concept of “awareness tools” [12] that allow them to
understand the activities, the location and interactions of others. They are supposed to
facilitate team collaboration by showing information about presence (is anyone in the
workspace?), their identity (who is that?), their location (where is an individual?), their
action (what is somebody doing?), and so forth. In the field of Human–Computer
Interaction, there have been relatively few occurrences of research concerning the empirical
evaluation of awareness tools. Few studies provide data about their use [19] and usability
issues about them [13, 14].

In this paper, we investigate whether providing people with awareness tools can help
them build more accurate mutual models of their partners and hence be more effective. The
underlying hypothesis is that maintaining a representation of other’s viewpoint explains
some of the results of collaborative learning. As a matter of fact, collaboration effects seem
to be produced by different kind of collaborative interactions (explanation, argumenta-
tion...) that require that people develop a shared understanding of the task. In order to detect
misunderstandings and disagreement during the interactions, the subjects must maintain
some representation of what their partner understands. It can be postulated that the effort for
maintaining a model of the partner contributes itself to the learning process as it forces the
learner to reason more deeply on the domain and to perceive the task from a second
viewpoint. Now, this raises an old educational issue: if we support mutual modeling with an
awareness tool, do we facilitate learning and hence expect higher learning gains or,
conversely, do we reduce the cognitive effort and hence decrease the learning gains to be
expected? This research, by augmenting mutual modeling with awareness tools, is hence a
first step to grasp the cognitive effects of location awareness and mutual modeling. The
awareness tools we deal with in this paper are synchronous and concern the location of the
partner in the environment.

The following paper will first describe the very concept of awareness with regard to the
computational tools that can support it as well as their impacts on group collaboration. The
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second part details the concept of mutual modeling. Then we present our research, the
environment and the methodology we used for this experimental research. Then we present
the results obtained and discuss and criticize our findings.

2 A framework of awareness

2.1 Introduction

When people work together in a shared environment (virtual or not), they need information
about the action and the intentions of their teammates. This information is critical to a
successful collaboration, especially in groupware [5]. This knowledge of others and the
result of the participants’ interaction and their environment is named “awareness.” Dourish
and Belloti in [5] have given one of the best-known definitions for awareness: “awareness
is an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own
activity.” As claimed by [12] awareness is knowledge about the interactions that occur
between the teammates and the environment. Maintaining awareness is not the purpose of
an activity, it is only used to complete the task. As stated by [27], the term ‘awareness’ is
highly equivocal in the sense that it is used in lots of different ways and is often qualified
by many adjectives like for instance ‘general awareness’ [9], ‘workspace awareness’ [13] or
‘passive awareness’ [5]. Definitions indeed range from knowing who is around and then
understanding of a social context [5] to the visibility of others actions [15]. To go further,
[27] provides a good discussion of the awareness definition problem. We will mainly focus
in this paper on the definition of awareness stated by the Calgary research group [12].

According to [12], elements of awareness can be divided into two parts: those related to
the present and those related to the past. The former refers to synchronous awareness, the
latter to the asynchronous awareness. From Table 1, it can be seen that the most important
synchronous awareness information are the elements that answer “who, what, where.” The
same table can be described for asynchronous awareness and answer to the same question
for events that occurred in the past.

2.2 Techniques for supporting awareness in multi-user environments

Real-time distributed groupware like shared editors, web portals, whiteboards or
multiplayer games allow people who are not in the same place to work together at the
same time [6]. These programs provide participants with a shared workspace: a closed

Category Element Specific questions

Who Presence Is anyone in the workspace?
Identity Who is participating? Who is that?
Authorship Who is doing that?

What Action What are they doing?
Intention What goal is that action part of?
Artifact What object are they working on?

Where Location Where are they working?
Gaze Where are they looking?
View Where can they see?
Reach Where can they reach?

Table 1 Elements of work-
space awareness relating to
the present [12]
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environment where the participants can see each other, communicate or manipulate
artifacts. In this area, people perform tasks like constructing new artifacts (e.g., architects
may draw or design), exploring (finding items), manipulating artifacts, writing texts, etc.

The first multi-users applications were based on the “What You See is What I See”
(WYSIWIS) model [30]. They were limited to a small portion of space like a MUD room or
a shared whiteboard where all the participants saw exactly the same view of the workspace
at all times. While strict WYSIWIS means partners are always looking at the same portion
of the workspace, relaxed WYSIWIS lets partners individually look at different portions of
the workspace [10, 29]. That is to say, their viewports into the common space can differ.
The relaxations allow people to control their own viewport into the workspace. The
problem is that the “Relaxed WYSIWIS” model may create a lack of awareness
information; views differ hence users can easily loose track of their partners, where they
are and what they are doing.

That is why groupware provide users with Awareness Tools (hereafter AT) to overcome
these limitations. AT are employed to “recreate the conditions and clues that allow people to
keep up a sense of a workspace awareness” [10]. The information about the participants is
gathered, arranged and distributed to the group. Thanks to AT, participants can receive
information that can answer the questions presented in Table 1. An example of AT is the
radar view: a miniature overview of the workspace that locates the teammates in the virtual
environment such as a video game. Another common awareness tool is the status of a
person in a chat or their idle time. Telepointers also allow people to see each other’s mouse
cursor motion when teammates are on the main view (the collaboratively written document
for instance).

However, providing awareness raises three big problems: privacy violations, user
disruptions and information overload as mentioned in [28]. AT must not violate
participants’ privacy by showing too many details of other teammates. User disruption is
also important since information overload is a growing problem. First, it can distract the
user from the essential aspects of his/her work. Second, that information can be irrelevant to
the task. And finally, the presentation of information without any explicit user request can
possibly disrupt collaboration. An additional problem is the information overload: users
should not be bothered by awareness information for every event that occurs. They should
also not miss events that are meaningful for their task. In order to avoid those problems,
filtering features [2] like a privacy filter [33] or an information filter [25] are often provided
with awareness tools.

2.3 How people use awareness information

Awareness information may be used for a large variety of purposes during collaboration.
Considering workspace awareness (the up-to-the moment information about what is
happening in the shared workspace), Gutwin and Greenberg in [12] describe five types of
activity aided by the information described in Table 1. First, workspace awareness can be
deployed for the management of coupling. Coupling is the degree to which people are
working together. The coupling is tight when people are working closely together on an
artifact. Loose coupling occurs when people are working somewhat individually, perhaps
on different things or different artifacts/parts of the workspace, but where awareness helps
them stay aware of what the others are doing. By allowing people to know what a teammate
is doing with the appropriate awareness information, they can recognize when the
collaboration is possible, when they can present their work to a partner, etc. Second,
simplification of communication is a way to employ awareness information: it eases for
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instance referential communication, the process by which a speaker talks about an object to
his addressee. “What You See Is What I See” tools have been designed in order to support
this process when conversants are not copresent. Instead of describing or citing the object
the speaker is referring to, the awareness tool shows the object. The addressee can hence
refer to what is being shown. Third, workspace awareness aids how people coordinate
actions in collaborative activity. By informing partners about where the teammates are,
what they have already done or what they intend to do, it allows people to know when they
can collaborate. Fourth, workspace awareness information allows people to understand
what is going to be done by their partners. Anticipation and predictions are based on
extrapolating forward from present. For example, seeing that a partner is catching an object,
one can infer that this artifact is going to be used. Finally, assisting others is a way to use
workspace awareness. It can be employed to know if a partner needs help and how.
Knowing what he or she has done, where he or she is and what he or she intends to do is
useful to help him or her.

2.4 Examining the existing work about awareness tools impacts

There is relatively little research concerning the impact of awareness tools. Many papers
details the design of AT but relatively few studies discuss their relevance, their effects on
the task performance or their collaborative/cognitive impact.

Nevertheless, some researchers [13, 14, 17–19] examined the usability of the awareness
widgets they propose. They use qualitative analysis techniques (observations, interviews,
questionnaires) and few quantitative evaluations (measures of the real use). As a
consequence, a lot of those studies provide only subjective insights about the AT. The
following parts present the issues those authors addressed.

Gutwin et al. in [14] focused on three issues that underlie the usability of awareness
tools: the amount and the type of use, the ease of interpreting information and the extent to
which AT affects the task completion (simulation of a newspaper distribution). By using
qualitative techniques (observation, self-report and interview), they gathered information
about the AT used. They found that people really used the awareness widgets provided in
their groupware. Although few participants gathered awareness information by asking their
partner about where they were and what they were doing, others watched them work thanks
to the AT. The participants seemed to be interested in them and expressed their preference
for some tools against others. For instance, the view of the limited area around the other
user’s cursor was never used, whereas the rectangle view of the workspace in miniature
were the most used AT. Participants reported that they used the AT in order to understand
their partner’s activities. Gutwin and his colleagues also found a difference between the
ease of interpretation of the various AT they provided in their groupware. For example, in
the context of their task, the radar view and the mini view were easier to interpret than
scrollbars. In this study, the main problem for the users was to determine the authorship of
the actions.

Concerning the extent to which AT affects the task completion, in this experiment,
participants claimed that the AT did not distract them. They reported that they were easily
able to switch their focus between the workspace and the awareness tools.

In another study, Gutwin and Greenberg [13] compared people’s performance when
using a simple groupware system and an awareness-enhanced system (with a radar view).
The task was to assembly and manipulates simple pipelines in a shared two-dimensional
workspace. The AT showed the viewport of the current user and the partner’s; it also
showed both mice cursors. Thus this radar view provided visual indications of the other
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person’s location, the location of his or her cursor, and the motion of objects that he or she
moved.

Gutwin’s team noticed the following results: the group with AT completed the task more
quickly and more efficiently (with less words spoken). Beside, adding AT to a groupware
system seemed to improve peoples’ satisfaction. They interpreted the fact that the use of an
AT increases the performance by claiming that the radar view allowed visual communi-
cation. For instance, workspace locations were easier to describe in the AT conditions since
the user could see exactly where his partner’s view and telepointer were; they could also
provide relative directions based on the partner’s current location. Gutwin and Greenberg
also claimed that the AT, by providing continuous feedback (about piece location for
example) and feedthrough enables the players to increase their performance.

Moreover, the awareness information enabled participants to use different and more
effective strategies to perform the tasks. Participants used a wide range of verbal and non-
verbal methods for indicating locations and pieces. For instance some gave directions based
on the other person’s current location (e.g., “up and left from where you are”) or a
description of an object at the location or directions based on a previously identified
location. Gutwin and Greenberg noticed differences in strategy use between the two
conditions that can be partly attributed to the information available in the two interfaces
(simple system and awareness-enhanced system). It seems that pairs in the condition
without AT used a wider range of strategies than pairs with AT. Furthermore, the two
different groups did not use the same strategy.

This topic has also been tackled by [7]. In their experiments, participants had to
collaboratively solve a diagnostic problem by using a computer system. Like [13], they
found that groups who used a longitudinal AT completed their task quicker than groups
who have no AT. But they established that those who didn’t use the AT got closer to the
correct solution. They concluded that even though awareness could improve team
performance, it might also be detrimental to the team if the information provided are not
properly matched to the needs of the specific task. As a matter of fact, in this experiment,
AT lead people to pay attention to a wide range of information. Even though the AT
contributed to a more efficient division of labor, it led to a cognitive overload. Thus the
chronological awareness widget used here did not seem appropriate to the task.

Hubbub [18] is a mobile instant messenger (available on PDAs). It allows people to stay
connected as they move. It provides awareness information among distributed groups by
giving cues about presence, authorship, identity and activity. Each time a partner becomes
active after being idle or offline, a sound plays indicating that someone became active,
followed by that partner’s Sound ID, so that people can tell who became active without
looking. There is also an “activity meter,” indicating each partner’s level of activity within
the last 15 s. Hubbub enables users to meet in opportunistic interactions and then to work
over the distance. Like [14], they have shown that the most important information,
according to the users and in the context of their task, were activity and location. Presence
was also an important feature since people like the Hubbub sounds. One person, who
worked exclusively from home said, ≪ sometimes I just like the sounds, just hearing it. It
gives me kind of this state of feeling that there’s this group and they’re working together
and you know things are happening≫. Participants used Hubbub to feel more connected to
the ≪ dispersed team ≫, that is to say, to develop ≪ a sense of connection with the remote
colleagues ≫. The authors also aimed to test the usability of the Hubbub sound interface.
They found that it was a powerful mechanism for providing background awareness
(presence, identity and activity of others), which lots of participants appreciated even
though it is a bit disruptive.
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Jang et al. [19] describes a study about the amount and the type of use of an AT in the
long-run. The authors stressed the issue of the real use of those awareness features. Unlike
[14], their study lasted 13 weeks. They used TeamSCOPE, a web-based collaborative
system that allows communication and coordination in dispersed engineering design teams.
They found important variations in the frequency of use of the AT and in the distribution of
use among partners within the groups. Their findings revealed that only a minority of users
(within a group) employed the AT and their use decreased toward the end of the period.
These results can be explained by the fact that teams adopt and use groupware differently
depending upon specific contexts. As a matter of fact, factors like the availability of
alternative supply of awareness information can influence the use of AT.

Ljungstrand and Segerstad [21] explored the extent to which AT influenced the
respondents’ activities by focusing on how awareness cues of presence affects written
message in instant messaging communication. The authors found that awareness of
presence is one factor that can influence message composition. Messages sent between lab
rooms (distributed) were more related to social coordination (coordinate lunch or coffee
break) or to work (≪ have you finished exercise 3? ≫). Messages sent within the same room
seemed to be more mischievous (like funny comments).

Ott and Dillenbourg [26] examined if the use of an AT can modify the grounding
process. The authors found that spatial awareness supports grounding by providing people
with the contextual cues necessary to refer to objects, that is to say, knowing what the
teammate is looking at could reduce referential ambiguity.

Finally, few researchers have explored the perceived value of the AT. Users of AT often
express their belief that those widgets had a positive effect on their work [14, 18]. In the
evaluation of the Hubbub system [18], in which a sound ID plays when a partner become
active after being idle or offline, a female user said that she liked the sounds because it gave
her the impression of “being in a group.”

Of course, all the awareness tools presented in this section are not comparable since they
target many different purposes. Managing coordination in a shared workspace is indeed far
from contact facilitation in an instant messenger. Anyhow, they certainly do show the scope
of how awareness can be applied in many context, environments and tasks with different
scales. The comparisons we drew only lay in the fact that they provide awareness
information of some type.

3 Mutual modeling

Mutual modeling is one of the collaborative processes that occur when two or more persons
carry out a joint activity. We defined it in the introduction as the representation an
individual makes of his/her partners’ action, strategies and intents. One of the crux issue
tackled by social psychologists as well as groupware designers is how an individual can
estimate the knowledge, the understanding of a situation and the plans of his/her partner on
the basis of the perceived information [32]. This issue is addressed by the attribution theory
[16]. Attribution theory is concerned by how people explain things to make sense of the
world they live in. More specifically, it focuses on how people try to determine why other
persons do what they do. Attribution is an underlying mechanism of collaboration, due to
its importance in social interactions. Indeed, collaboration requires that partners take one
another’s perspective into account during the joint activity.

The attribution process occurs in three steps: perception of action made by the actor,
judgment of intention by the observer, and attribution of causes by the observer. People are
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good at estimating the knowledge of others in some domains, using relevant information
like gender [8] or social category memberships [20] for instance. However, the judging
intentions made by the observers are often biased. [24] showed that people use their own
knowledge as the basis for a default model of what other people know.

The issue of estimating others’ knowledge within a group is also tackled by the
Transactive Memory Theory proposed by [31]. This theory examines the process by which
individuals determine who knows what and who knows who knows what. Wegner claims
that transactive memory in a group occurs when each member keeps information on who
knows what and develops a sense of the group’s areas of expertise.

We define the concept of mutual modeling (from now on called MM) as the
representation that an individual builds of his/her partner(s): knowledge, goals, strategies,
and understanding of the situation, beliefs and plans. In essence, MM results form the
attribution processes described previously. Furthermore, MM is more than just transactive
memory because it does not only focus on estimating others’ knowledge, but also on more
“high level” characteristics such as purposes or intentions.

Furthermore, MM is a dynamic representation. Indeed, the initial MM is modified during
the achievement of the collaborative activity by all the events found relevant by the
partners: others’ interaction with the environment, the artifacts, teammates, other’s reaction
to an action undertaken by a partner, etc.

The link between awareness and mutual modeling has not been studied so much.
However, [1] presents a tool to provide awareness about the knowledge that group members
have about a certain topic in order to modify the construction and maintenance of shared
knowledge. The authors postulate that this knowledge awareness can have positive impacts
on mutual modeling and can hence improve group learning.

4 Delimitation of scope

4.1 Motivation

The aim of this study is to investigate the relevance of awareness tools and their effects on
the group performance. Our research question deals with the relationship between an
awareness tool and the mutual modeling process. During joint activities, peers maintain a
representation of what their partner does, believes, knows and intends to do. The previous
part has shown that in order to support fruitful interaction between dispersed teammates,
multi-user environments provide AT. Those tools enable users to have information on their
peer activities. This should contribute to the mutual modeling (MM) process. However,
users need to interpret the information provided by the AT to infer his/her teammates
knowledge, strategies or plans. It is possible that AT increases the workload because more
information needs to be processed. Indeed, partners could be less effective if there is no
resource available to think about the task.

In the context of this experiment, the AT we used is a location awareness tools that
indicates the position of the partner in the spatial environment.

The following section describes the environment and the variables we used.

4.2 The game platform

Spaceminers is an experimental platform in the form of a video game for running
psychological experiments. It has been developed at the Geneva Interaction Lab (University
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of Geneva) by Yvan Bourquin, Jeremy Goslin and Thomas Wehrle. Spaceminers is
designed to elicit collaborative behavior. The use of a game metaphor has the advantage
that it allows the presentation of complex problem solving tasks in an enjoyable
environment, thus maintaining a high level of motivation amongst subjects. However,
these statements only hold for subjects that find such games enjoyable, those with little
interest in games can fail to engage with the game, finding both the task and the interface
difficult and confusing.

The game involves two players in space missions where they have to launch drones in
order to collect asteroids full of minerals and bring them to space stations.

As can be seen on Fig. 1 the space is re a grid with planets, asteroids, the spacestation
(the circles on the left) and the spaceship explorer. The line shows the trajectory of a
launched drone. Here, the direction is modified by the planet’s gravity. The purpose of the
mission represented here is to collect the largest amount of minerals located in asteroids and
to bring them to the space station on the left. The score represents the number of collected
minerals docked to the space stations by the two players. The score is influenced by several
factors such as : the drone trajectory, the launch speed, the tools’ positions (that influence

Fig. 1 The game environment made up of a planet (at the center of the picture), asteroids (on the left of the
planet), two spaceships (on the right) and a space station (on the left). This kind of view can be seen in the
scout mode. The individual scores (for David and Mirko) as well as the group score are located in the upper
right-hand corner. The timer and the current game level are just on the left of the score on the top. In the
lower left-hand corner is located the launch speed. One can see the compass in the lower right-hand corner.
This screenshot depicts the scout view (since we see the spaceship) as indicated in the upper left-hand
corner. David (the player who controls the ship) manages to collect asteroids and to dock his drone to the
space station. Thus he wins seven points
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the drone trajectory), the number of asteroids in the environment and the planets’ positions
(that modify the gravity).

Users can play in two modes that correspond to two viewpoints: the explorer mode and
the scout mode. They can switch from one mode to another by pressing a key on the
joystick.

In the explorer mode, the position of the spaceship is fixed and players launch drones
that pass through as many asteroids as possible on their way to the space station. Once the
drones are launched players have no control over them. Their trajectory depends on (a) the
direction of the explorer, (b) the launch speed of the drone controlled by the player, and
(c) on the gravity of planets. The aim of the player, in the explorer mode, is to control the
first two variables in order to plan the trajectory of the drones. To change the orientation
of the explorer, players can move a crosshair located in the centre of the screen in the
explorer view with the joystick. Moreover, using the slider on the joystick can change the
launch speed. In the lower left-hand corner, there is a graphical indication of the launch
speed. Additionally, different tools dragged into space by players could modify the drone’s
trajectory.

In the scout mode, players can move their “scout” vehicle around in space by moving
the joystick. The scout is very useful to see the space from another viewpoint and to place
different artifacts in space. Figure 1 shows the space and the ship seen by the scout.
Figure 2 shows the scout as it can be seen in the explorer mode.

To prevent players from being lost in space the interface shows a compass (in the lower
right-hand corner) to help players know where they are pointing, the area they can see and
whether they are looking up or down. The compass is similar to a normal compass. One
line shows you where you are pointing at. The portion indicates the area of space you can
see. Finally, the horizontal line shows if you are looking up (if the line is at the top of the
compass) or down (if the line is at the top of the compass).

Finally, there is an indication of the score (of the two players and the team) in the upper
right-hand corner. The time limit and the game level are also indicated near the score (on
the left).

In our experiment, we focused on one kind of awareness tool: the view of the partner’s
scout and his laser pointer as presented in Fig. 2. By seeing the scout of his partner the
player can obtain awareness information about his teammate location and gaze. Thus he

Fig. 2 Presence (figure on the left) or absence of the awareness tool (figure on the right). The view of the
scout, represented by a polygon, is basically the awareness tool. This view can only be seen in the explorer
mode (from the spaceship). Thanks to this awareness tool represented on the left, the player can know where
his partner is and also where he is pointing by seeing the direction of the cone
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could help him to drop spatial objects into space or to adjust the trajectory of the drone the
partner intends to launch. The presence or absence of this awareness tool constitutes the
experimental condition of the study. We expect players to use this location awareness tool
so that they avoid paying attention of their position and space or avoid describing each
other’s location.

Figure 3 presents the two available spatial objects that can be dropped in space or
dragged behind the player’s scout: the back hole and the gate. The black hole has a very
high gravitational pull: it pulls drones towards it. Gates are stabilized entrances to
wormholes in spacetime. If two are placed in space then a gate will transfer a drone from
one position in space to another instantaneously. Players see the spatial objects available
represented in a toolbox. When someone drops spatial objects in space, the icon is removed
from the toolbox and the object stands in space just behind the player’s explorer. If he
wants to see it, he has to make a rotation.

The spatial objects available depend on the level of the game. On game level one,
players are given no objects. On game level two and three, each player has different objects
in order to foster collaboration. On game level 2, each player has only one gate. On game
level 3, one player has black hole and a gate and the other has only one gate. The procedure
of collaborative problem solving consists in the fact that the two players need to negotiate
about the position of those objects in space. It is not possible to finish the three levels
without talking to each other or deciding where to put a tool. Another collaborative
behavior is to help the partner to navigate, to drop an object, to adjust his/her shot as well as
role distribution.

Although Spaceminers is a video game, one should not think the task proposed is
simple. Playing is hard work for four reasons:

& The 3D navigation is hard. Although the game environment uses conventional 3D
representations (like VRML scenes), a few players did not understand the configuration
of the world. It could be difficult to perceive the positions of the objects (planets,
asteroids, etc.). Two participants (removed for the analysis) were completely lost in
space.

Fig. 3 The two spatial objects: black hole on the left and gates on the right. The black hole pulls the drone;
that is why the trajectory is curved. The picture on the right shows that the drone is sent on the first gate
(which is on the right), after a while, it will go out of the left gate
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& Ergonomics: the interface is also difficult to use. At the beginning, the participants
could be annoyed by the large number of controls on the pad. Beside, the matching
between the control and the corresponding actions is sometimes hard. For example, a
few players in the pre-experiments did not manage to move their camera. That is why
we provided them with a tutorial.

& The task is hard from a cognitive point of view. Players have to understand the goal of
Spaceminers and how to reach it. To collect asteroids, they have to control lots of
factors cited previously (planets, launch speed, drone trajectory, tools, etc.). Factors like
objects positioning is hard to understand and to do.

4.3 Variables

The presence or absence of the awareness tool constitutes the experimental condition of the
study: it is our independent variable. We used two dependent variables in order to test our
hypotheses: task performance and mutual modeling.

Concerning task performance, we used the pairs’ combined score: player A’s score
added to player B’s score. Concerning mutual modeling (MM), two different questionnaires
(presented in Tables 3 and 4) allowed us to evaluate the value of MM for a pair. First,
during the game, players had to answer two multiple-choice questionnaires. Those
questionnaires asked them about what they are intending to do at the moment (guiding
his partner, trying to understand his strategy, trying to establish a common strategy,
adjusting a shoot, etc.). Then, the questionnaires asked each player about what he thinks his
partner was intending to do (same propositions as the previous questionnaire). We
compared the first answer of a player (about what A is intending to do) to the answer of his
partner to the second question (about what B believes A is doing). Consequently, our
evaluation of the MM accuracy is the number of common answers to those two questions.
We compared whether A’s prediction of B’s answer matches with B’s actual answer. Thanks
to those MM evaluations, we could define different variables presented in Table 2. The
mutual modeling indexes we calculated ranged from 0 to 4.

In game 1, questionnaires are displayed 5 min after the beginning, so that players could
be questioned on the actions they are performing at that time and not at the very beginning
of a game level. In games 2 and 3, questionnaires are displayed after the first time a player
dropped a tool in the environment.

Tables 3 and 4 propose the questions asked in the mutual modeling questionnaires
presented in each of the game level.

Evaluation Description

MMg ¼ MM1þMM2þMM3 Global mutual modeling evaluation
for the pair

MM1 Mutual modeling evaluation for the
pair measured in the first game

MM2 Mutual modeling evaluation for the
pair measured in the second game

MM3 Mutual modeling evaluation for the
pair measured in the third game

Table 2 Description of the de-
pendent variables concerning
mutual modeling
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4.4 Hypotheses

We postulate three hypotheses:

Hypothesis H1: Pairs with awareness tools are more effective than pairs without awareness
tools. The information brought by the AT should enable players to complete the task more
efficiently. In order to evaluate the performance, we use the team score. We predict that the
team score is higher when players have an awareness tool.

Hypothesis H2: Pairs with awareness tools build more accurate model than pairs without
awareness tools. The global accuracy of the mutual modeling evaluation (MMg) should be
higher when the players have an awareness tool.

Hypothesis H2: the mutual modeling accuracy improves with time: as partners learn to
know each other, the representation of each others’ strategies is more accurate. As a
consequence, we expect MM3 to be higher than MM1.

In addition, we would like to test the correlation between the two individual mutual
modeling evaluations (of the two players): is there a correlation between the objective
evaluation of how B estimates A’s intentions during the three events and the objective
evaluation of how A estimates B’s intentions during the three events? We also want to see if
there is a difference in those correlations between the pairs that are provided with an AT and
the pairs which are not.

What do you intend to do now?

Adjusting a shoot
Tune my drone launch speed
Guide my partner
Understand what my partner wants to do
Establishing a common strategy with my partner
Understanding my drones’ trajectory
Understanding the trajectory of my partner’s drones
Drop a tool to deviate my drones
Drop a tool to deviate his drones’ trajectory
Other

Table 3 Questions asked in
the first mutual modeling
questionnaire in each of the
three games

What do you think your partner intend to do now?

Adjusting a shoot
Tune my drone launch speed
Guide me
Understand what I want to do
Establishing a common strategy with my partner
Understanding his drones’ trajectory
Understanding my drones’ trajectory
Other

Table 4 Questions asked in the
second mutual modeling ques-
tionnaire (displayed after the first
one) in each of the three games
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4.5 Participants, settings and procedure

Participants were all students recruited in Geneva. We chose only men in order to avoid
gender bias. Experimental subjects were all familiar with computer and video games; they
consisted of 18 pairs (N=18). These pairs were assigned to one of the experimental
conditions forming two groups of nine pairs. Participants were assigned a partner they were
not familiar with. The game was played on two computers (866 MHz Intel Pentium III
systems equipped with 256 MB of RAM and ATI Radeon 8500 graphic cards) over the
local network. Each player sat in front of a distinct computer located in different rooms and
could communicate by voice thanks to headset. Experiments lasted approximately 2 h and
were conducted in French. After a tutorial, players had to complete three games. mutual
modeling questionnaires were displayed during missions 1, 2 (which can be completed by
using two gates) and 3 (which can be completed by using two gates and a blackhole).
Players had 30 min to complete each game level.

5 Results

Most of the pairs (15) played the game for the entire two h. Only three pairs managed to
finish the three levels of the game in less than two h. Overall, as attested by open interviews
at the end of the session, most of the players liked the game. On the whole, they were all
motivated; this could be due to the fact that we selected participants who like to play
computer games and were used to joysticks. They did not find the questionnaires to be
disruptive since they took just few minutes to answer.

5.1 The three hypotheses

According to hypothesis H1, the awareness tool enables pairs to increase their performance.
Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics.

The descriptive statistics shows that pairs with AT reached higher score than the others.
Besides, no pairs without AT reached the mean score of the pairs with AT. the ANOVA test
confirms that there is a significant difference between the condition “with AT” and “without
AT” (F=4.84, p=0.043). Therefore, our first hypothesis is validated: the awareness tool
significantly enhances task performance.

Our second hypothesis H2 is that the use of an awareness tool improves the mutual
modeling accuracy of a pair. We assume that players with awareness tool have more
accurate mutual modeling. Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics.

Table 6 shows that the MMg (global evaluation of the mutual modeling accuracy) means
are very close. This result goes against our hypothesis and the ANOVA test shows that H2
is invalidated (F=0.02, p=0.889). The representation of one’s partner strategy seems not to
be facilitated by the information conveyed by the awareness tool.

Number Mean Std. deviation Min Max

Score With AT 9 258.67 90.80 127 360
without AT′ 9 175.67 67.48 51 235
Total 18 51 360

Table 5 Descriptive statis-
tics for the first hypothesis
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Our third hypothesis assumes that there is an effect of time and collaboration on mutual
modeling. At the beginning of the game, the players were not familiar with each other. We
hence postulated that playing together during 2 h would enable them to improve the
accuracy of their mutual modeling. We assume that MM3, which is the mutual modeling
index measured in game 3, is higher than MM1 in game 1.

As Fig. 4 illustrates, the accuracy of mutual modeling rises a little between the two first
evaluations (MM1 and MM2) and then there is a sudden increase between the two last
evaluations (MM2 and MM3). As a clue to this phenomenon, we should look at the
moment of the evaluation of the mutual modeling accuracy. In fact, the first measure (done
with the first questionnaire) appears 5 min after the beginning of game 1. At this time, the
players do not know each other very well since they have only played half an hour together.
Thus, with the first questionnaire we have just evaluated a baseline for the accuracy of the
pairs’ mutual modeling. MM1 represents the evaluations of the two partners’ representa-
tions of each other’s strategies when the players are not very familiar with each other. The
questionnaire in games 2 and 3 appears after one of the player drops an object in space.
According to the log files, this event (and hence the display of the questionnaire) occurs 2
or 3 min after the beginning of the game. Consequently, MM2 (the evaluations of the
accuracy of the mutual modeling measured in game 2) represents the MM accuracy just
after the tutorial and the first game. By the same token, MM3 (the evaluations of the
accuracy of the mutual modeling measured in game 3) represents the MM accuracy just
after the tutorial and games 1 and 2. The implication is that perhaps the players need the
tutorial and two game levels (nearly 1 h and a half) to be familiar with each other. The surge
between MM2 and MM3 might be due to this phenomenon. Table 7 shows the descriptive
statistics.

The descriptive statistics shows a slight difference between the means of MM1 and
MM3. An ANOVA shows that the effect of time on the accuracy of mutual modeling is
only a trend (F=3.189, p=0.084) as depicted on Fig. 4. We reject H3. Additionally, there
is no effect of the presence of the awareness tool (F=0.105, p=0.748). This result is
consistent with the invalidation of our second hypothesis. There is also no interaction

Fig. 4 Evolution of the mutual
modeling accuracy during game 1
to 3. The horizontal axis
expresses time

Number Mean Std. deviation Min Max

MMg With AT 9 1.63 0.48 1 2.67
without AT′ 9 1.58 0.87 0.83 3.17
Total 18 0.83 3.17

Table 6 Descriptive statis-
tics for the second hypothesis
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between time and the presence of the awareness tool (F=0.105, p=0.748). As a
consequence, this supports the argument that the sudden increase of the accuracy of the
mutual modeling is not due to the presence of the awareness tool.

5.2 Additional exploratory results

5.2.1 Correlation between the individual mutual modeling indexes

We investigated if there was a correlation between the objective evaluation of how player A
estimates player B’s strategies (calculated thanks to the results of the in-game
questionnaires and compared to B’s answers) and the objective evaluation of how player
B estimates player A’s strategies (calculated thanks to the results of the in-game
questionnaires and compared to A’s answers).

Results in Table 8 revealed a relatively weak positive correlation (r=0.38) between the
representation B made about A and the representation A made about B. mutual modeling
appears to be rather “a personal thing” than an activity carried out by the pair to a certain
extent. As a matter of fact, if the mutual modeling was really based on the quality of the
two partners interactions, the correlation would be bigger. And it is not the case, mutual
modeling is hence rather a personal attitude (in the sense that people try to estimate his
partner’s strategies) than a reflect of the quality of the interaction between the two players
in a pair.

If we consider the presence of the awareness tool, the correlation is bigger for players
who did not use the AT (r=0.44) than for the others who used it (r=0.24). Perhaps this
result could be explained by the fact that as the players without AT had less information
about each other, they were forced to communicate much more and to be more explicit.

5.2.2 Behavioral data

To detail the analysis of the collaboration process, we focused on problem solving
actions that were stored in the log files. The point was to analyze if the awareness tools
changed the way users played. We counted the number of events performed by players
and the whole team. We looked specifically at the number of launched drones, the
number of drones docked to the space station, the number of spatial objects dragged
and dropped into space, and finally the number of view change (spaceship/scout). On
average, it appears that those numbers of events are quite similar in the two conditions
(with awareness tools and without) as presented in Table 9. A student test was also

Pearson correlation

Player with awareness tool 0.24
Player without awareness tool 0.44
All 0.38

Table 8 Pearson bivariate corre-
lation between the individual
mutual modeling indexes of each
participant in the different
conditions

N Mean Std. deviation Min Max

MM MM1 18 1.33 0.84 0 3
MM3 18 1.94 1.14 0.5 4
Total 36 0 4

Table 7 Descriptive statistics for
the third hypothesis

MM Mutual modeling
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conducted to see if there was a difference. This test showed no significant differences
between the two conditions.

Thus, there is no difference concerning the actions performed by the pairs. Players
without AT changed their view less than the players in the AT condition. Players in the
awareness tool condition seem to change their view a bit more often than players in the
other condition, but it just a trend and it is quite logical. There is also no correlation
between the number of view changes and the score (r=0.05) and no correlation between
the number of view changes and the accuracy of the mutual modeling as well (r=−0.13).

However, if we look at the percentage of time spent in each view by the pairs in the two
conditions as shown in Table 10, we notice an interesting difference. Teams in the
awareness condition spent more time in the “scout view” than teams in the other condition.
However, the average time spent in the “spaceship view” is similar in the two conditions. A
student test showed that the difference concerning the percentage of time spent in the “scout
view” is significant (p=0.03). Since the view of the partner’s scout is the awareness tool, it
is not surprising that players in the tool condition spent more time in this mode. By staying
in the scout view, they could give information to their partners about their intentions and
their locations.

A two-way analysis of variance conducted on contrasted groups showed that pairs in
the awareness condition who spent more time in the scout mode did not reach higher
score (F=1.42, p=0.26) than the others. Nevertheless, the analysis of variance revealed that
pairs in the awareness condition who spent more time in the scout mode reached higher
levels of mutual modeling (F=8.02, p=0.015) than the others. It implies that there is an
effect of the awareness tool on the accuracy of the mutual modeling only for the teams
who spent a long time in the scout mode. Therefore, it seems that the information
conveyed by the awareness tool could be a benefit for team collaboration. Those
information could help players in order to estimate their partner’s strategies if the
participants understand that they have to make an effort: spending an accurate time in
the scout view. The team who did not spend enough time in the scout view had no
benefit of the awareness tool.

Table 9 Number of events for each pair in the two conditions, standard deviation and student test findings

Drones
launched

Drones
docked

Spatial objects
dropped

Spatial objects
dragged

View
changed

Mean (With AT) 416 70.11 14.44 14.67 384.67
Mean (without AT) 514.11 75.67 14.67 15.78 317.78
Std Dev. (with AT) 90.80 60.29 5.98 7.14 141
Std dev. (without AT) 280.84 57.28 4.47 4.60 176
Sig. (Student test) 0.48 0.84 0.93 0.70 0.39

With
awareness
tool (%)

Without
awareness
tool (%)

Average percentage of time spent
in the “scout view”

75.41 62.54

Average percentage of time spent
in the “spaceship view”

24.59 37.46

Table 10 Average percentage of
time spent in the “scout view”
and in the “spaceship view” by
the pairs in the two conditions
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6 Discussion

We explored the field of research concerning the cognitive impacts of the awareness tools
used in collaborative multi-user environments. The study we have presented in this
document addresses two issues: the effect of the awareness tool on performance and the
impact on the mutual modeling. So far, only some findings confirmed our hypotheses and
intuitions. Some results, though seem to be contrary to expectations.

The fact that teams in the awareness tool condition reach higher score than the others is
consistent with the findings of [14] and [7]. They also found that awareness could be
beneficial to team performance. In fact, this tool provides a continuous feedback to the
partner who can see where is his teammate. This could be extremely useful in tasks like
object positioning. In such tasks, player A guided player B’s movement by giving him
instructions about where dropping the object. Additionally, the AT provided visual
evidences about the player’s location (in scout or explorer). The team was thus more
effective because player A had not to verbally describe where he was and player B had not
to interpret this description. As suggested by [14], the use of the awareness tool leads to
transform a task from a verbal to a visual activity.

Our second hypothesis was invalidated: the representation of one’s partner strategy is not
facilitated by the information conveyed by the awareness tool. Presumably, those results lead
us to four possible conclusions. First, the awareness tool, by showing information about the
partner’s locations and gaze does not improve the accuracy of the mutual modeling. One
reason could be that the information conveyed by the AT is not useful for that task. Second, it
is possible that the game does not require participants to maintain accurate mutual models;
they do not have to care much about each other. Third, the task could have been so difficult
that players did not have enough time or attention to spare for the awareness tool. And finally,
perhaps, our evaluation of mutual modeling is not very precise.

We also focused on behavioral data that were stored in the log files. Looking specifically
at the percentage of time spent in each view (scout or spaceship) by the pairs; we could
notice an interesting difference. A two-way analysis of variance conducted on contrasted
groups showed that pairs in the awareness condition who spent more time in the scout
mode reached higher levels of mutual modeling (F=8.02, p=0.015) than the others. It
implies that there is an effect of the awareness tool on mutual modeling only for the teams
who spent a long time in the scout mode. Awareness information could help players in
order to estimate their partner’s strategies if the participants understand that they have to
make an effort: spending an accurate time in the scout view. The team who did not spend
enough time in the scout view had no benefit of the awareness tool. Our finding raises a
new question: do players really use the awareness tool? Indeed, if there is an effect of the
tool on mutual modeling only for the players who used it frequently, it may be possible that
only a few players in the tool condition noticed the advantage of using it.

Hypothesis 3 postulated an effect of time on the accuracy of mutual modeling. There
seems to be an effect but it is not statistically significant. Our hypothesis is invalidated but
the findings call for certain restrictions because of the questionnaire. First, the questionnaire
per se could be disruptive and could push players to pay more attention to their partner’s
intents. Second, the questions we asked are limited in the sense that it just refers to a
specific moment in the game and not to real actions.

Therefore, generalizing these results to other contexts than this video game, we found that:

– Awareness tools could ease task performance if they provide a good way to support
referential communication among teammates. A condition for this is that the AT is
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properly matched to the task. The tool should indeed make sense in the context of the
task performed; for instance there should be objects or artifacts to describe and for
which the awareness tool allow to reference.

– Awareness tools, if their meaning and use is properly understood, could help people to
get more insights about their partner’s intents. The condition for this result is indeed
that the users get the added value of such a tool. Noticing the gain due to the awareness
information is not obvious per se since the users have first to understand the task to be
performed and which kind of tool could support (a) the task performance and (b) the
collaboration.

Nonetheless, those results show certain limitations. On the one hand, the number of
participants is quite low: 18 pairs (nine in each conditions). On the other hand, the
method used to measure the accuracy of the mutual modeling may be unsuitable. Using
a simple questionnaire to measure the accuracy in predicting partner’s answers is way
too subjective. We should use a more objective method to evaluate this variable. A
solution would be to compare what player A thinks B is going to do with what B
really does.

We could criticize the tool we used as well. We considered awareness within a
simple tool that conveys specific information about the participants’ behavior. In fact,
awareness is more than the information presented in this kind of “widget”; the situation
is more intricate. We should reconsider the definition of awareness as a diffuse flow of
information as in [22]: lots of multiple cues, signs, evidences which are all combined.
This flow makes sense and it is very difficult to create a tool to enable this
combination. Another major drawback of our experiment concerns the fact that we
provided the users with a voice over IP communication tool. It is therefore difficult to
isolate the awareness information related to the tool from those related to the voice
communication. The only way we can deal with this issue is to investigate the
dialogues and check where they mention awareness information related or not to the
AT. A comparison of the dialogue between the two groups would be very instructive
for that matter. Anyhow, in one of the pre-test we let players use the game without any
communication tool and it was really impossible for them to complete the first level.
This feature is mandatory in order to support the collaboration.

In order to revalidate and confirm our results, we are thinking about several tracks:

– Expanding our sets of data by having more participants in each group.
– Improving our mutual modeling analyzing tool. This could be done through an

analysis of participants’ action. The point would be to compare what player A
thinks B is going to do with what B really does which is more precise than just
asking the players what they do. We could also consider the redundancy of actions
as a coordination index: if player A did the same actions as player B, that could
means that they did not coordinate so much.

– We are intending to provide the players with a replay tool in order to confront them to
what they did. This will allow them to have a basis to explain what happened.

– A dialogue analysis among each pairs will also be conducted, especially to see how
participants without the awareness tool deal with positioning description and how the
presence or the lack of the tool modified the interactions.

Moving from this game to much more generalized lessons, there are several impacts
for practitioners as well, for instance for Computer Support for Cooperative Work. The
findings provide evidence that location and gaze awareness can be useful in certain
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situations. As we mentioned above, the use of the awareness tool in Spaceminers leads
people to transform a task from a verbal to a visual activity and hence induce a quicker
completion of the task. This a clear lesson for designers: instead of letting participants
describing their locations or the artifacts they are talking about, an awareness tool could
usefully show those kind of indications. The AT in this context supports very well what is
called referential communication, the process by which a speaker talks about an object to his
addressee. Another interesting lesson is that designers should not taken for granted that users
will systematically employ an AT simply because it is available. As we have seen in our
experiment, several players did not really notice the potential of this tool. Thus, designers
should provide users with usable AT and teach them their real value.
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